
Year 1 Newsletter 
 

Friday 20th May 2022 

Dear Parent / Carer, 

 

In English, we have been reading the traditional tale – ‘The Magic Porridge Pot’.  

After reading the story, the children sequenced and have begun to retell this 

familiar tale. We are very impressed with the story language used and will 

continue the retelling next week.  

 

This week in Phonics, our sounds have been ‘ir’ as in bird, ‘oy’ as in boy, ‘ea’ as 

in feather and ‘ou’ as in cloud. Our tricky words for the week have been: many, 

any, who, whole and two. These are the words the children need to be able to 

sight read.   

 

In Maths, we have been exploring weight and mass using balance scales.  Using 

classroom items, the children were able to use 10g and 1g weights to identify 

how many grams an item weighed. We will continue with this concept next week 

using different types of weighing scales.  

 

In CCL, we have continued to study the artwork of Fredrik Hundertwasser. Using 

the cereal boxes the children brought in to school, we have brought their designs 

to life.  

 

Each year group have been challenged to create, budget and sell a product in 

school to raise money to buy something of their choice for the classroom.  

As part of our Enterprise project, we will be making and selling chocolate 

nests (vegetarian) to Year R and Year 2 on Wednesday 25th May. Please 

send £1.00 with your child if they would like to buy one. 

 

Finally, thank you to everyone who attended our open door this week.  It was 

lovely to see you all. Our next open door will be on Monday 27th June 2:20pm 

until 3:00pm. Due to the nature of the activity, we will only be able to invite one 

adult per child to this session.  

 

Many Thanks 

Miss Vine and Miss Hepworth  


